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The Corpse in Oozak s Pond
By Charlotte MacLeod

Audible Studios on Brilliance, 2016. CD-Audio. Condition: New.
Unabridged. Language: English . Brand New. On Groundhog
Day, secrets surface alongside a waterlogged corpse. The rural
town of Balaclava greets Groundhog Day as an excuse for one
last cold-weather fling. The students and faculty of the local
agricultural college drink cocoa, throw snowballs, and, when
the temperature allows, ice skate. Oozak s Pond is not quite
frozen this year, though, and as the Groundhog Day
celebrations reach their peak, the students see someone
bobbing through the ice. The drowning victim is long past help,
though; he s badly decomposed and dressed in an oldfashioned frock coat with a heavy rock in each pocket. First on
the scene is Peter Shandy, horticulturalist and, when the
college requires it, detective. But solving this 19th-century
murder will take more than Shandy s knack for rutabagas.
Relying on his wife s expertise in local history, the professor
dives into a gilded-age mystery that cloaks secrets that remain
potent enough to kill.
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Reviews
Complete guideline! Its this type of great read through. it absolutely was writtern quite perfectly and helpful. I am very
happy to explain how this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my personal life and can be he
very best book for at any time.
-- Joshua Ger hold PhD
A very awesome book with perfect and lucid reasons. It really is basic but shocks within the 50 percent of the book. Its
been designed in an exceptionally easy way and is particularly merely right a er i finished reading this ebook where in
fact changed me, change the way i think.
-- Mea g a n Roob
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